An advanced discrete state-discrete event multiscale simulation model of the response of a solid tumor to chemotherapy: Mimicking a clinical study.
In this paper an advanced, clinically oriented multiscale cancer model of breast tumor response to chemotherapy is presented. The paradigm of early breast cancer treated by epirubicin according to a branch of an actual clinical trial (the Trial of Principle, TOP trial) has been addressed. The model, stemming from previous work of the In Silico Oncology Group, National Technical University of Athens, is characterized by several crucial new features, such as the explicit distinction of proliferating cells into stem cells of infinite mitotic potential and cells of limited proliferative capacity, an advanced generic cytokinetic model and an improved tumor constitution initialization technique. A sensitivity analysis regarding critical parameters of the model has revealed their effect on the behavior of the biological system. The favorable outcome of an initial step towards the clinical adaptation and validation of the simulation model, based on the use of anonymized data from the TOP clinical trial, is presented and discussed. Two real clinical cases from the TOP trial with variable molecular profile have been simulated. A realistic time course of the tumor diameter and a reduction in tumor size in agreement with the clinical data has been achieved for both cases by selection of reasonable model parameter values, thus demonstrating a possible adaptation process of the model to real clinical trial data. Available imaging, histological, molecular and treatment data are exploited by the model in order to strengthen patient individualization modeling. The expected use of the model following thorough clinical adaptation, optimization and validation is to simulate either several candidate treatment schemes for a particular patient and support the selection of the optimal one or to simulate the expected extent of tumor shrinkage for a given time instant and decide on the adequacy or not of the simulated scheme.